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Abstract: Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) causes inflammation of the joints, and it is frequently 
associated with their pain and stiffness. Its timely diagnosis is important to avoid its progressive 
damage to the bones and cartilage. Increases in the joint’s temperature and redness could be 
indicators of active JIA, hence their accurate quantification could assist with diagnosis. Thermal 
and visual images of the knees in 20 JIA participants (age: mean = 11.2 years, standard deviation = 
2.3 years) were studied. The median temperature of knees with active inflammation was 3.198% 
higher than that of inactive knees. This difference, examined by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was 
statistically significant (p = 0.0078). In six out of the eight participants who had one active inflamed 
knee, thermal imaging identified the corresponding knee as warmer. In 16 out of 20 participants, 
the knee identified as warmer by thermal imaging was also identified as having a greater colour 
change by visual imaging as compared to their respective reference regions. The devised methods 
could accurately quantify the colour and temperature of the knees. It was concluded that thermal 
and visual imaging methods can be valuable in examining JIA. Further studies involving a larger 
number of participants and more detailed explorations would be needed prior to clinical 
application. 

Keywords: juvenile idiopathic arthritis; thermal imaging; joint temperature; temperature and 
colour quantification 

 

1. Introduction 

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is a broad term used to describe various forms of chronic 
arthritis that manifest before the age of 16 years and persist for more than 6 weeks [1]. It is the most 
common childhood chronic rheumatic disease, affecting about 1 in 500 children and can cause much 
disability [2,3]. Symptoms include joint warmth, skin redness, pain, stiffness and swelling [4]. 
Chronic joint inflammation can lead to irreversible joint damage, functional disability and altered 
bone growth. Although the cause of JIA is not yet fully established, it is known to be an 
auto-immune disease involving immune-mediated inflammation of the synovium (lining of the 
joints); genetic predisposition and environmental triggers are likely to be important factors in the 
development of the condition [2]. 

Increasing evidence suggests a “window of opportunity” early in the disease course to achieve 
improved long-term outcomes through early and aggressive (proactive) treatment [5,6], which has 
resulted in a paradigm shift in the approach to treatment for JIA over recent years. Current 
treatment strategies therefore advocate proactive treatment to abolish inflammation as soon as 
possible. An international task force has made recommendations on treatment targets for JIA, with 
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the main one defined as remission, with the alternative target of low disease activity [7]. A 
“treat-to-target” approach is reported and explored for use in JIA [8]. The proactive treatment of JIA 
aims to allow the child or young person to live as active and independent a life as possible [9]. 

Proactive treatment strategies for JIA offer the potential for better long-term outcomes [5]; 
however, these benefits can only be realized when active arthritis is diagnosed early. The current 
diagnosis of JIA, and ongoing monitoring for flares of active arthritis, rests on the clinician 
examination of joints by the visual assessment of joint swelling and restricted movement, and touch 
to assess for joint warmth, swelling and to elicit joint tenderness [10]. This subjective method of 
detecting arthritis has inherent limitations that may result in unwanted diagnostic delay.  

The serum levels of interleukin 6 (IL-6) and vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A) 
might be promising disease markers [11], but currently, there are no available serum biomarkers to 
sensitively and specifically assess for active arthritis. Historically, plain radiography (X-ray) has 
been used as an assessment tool; however, bone erosion (the associated change detected by plain 
radiographs) occurs late in the disease course and is a non-reversible change when it has occurred. 
More recently, contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) and musculoskeletal ultrasound (mUSS) have been 
shown to be useful in detecting active arthritis at an earlier stage [12–15], importantly, being able to 
detect “sub-clinical” arthritis that is not apparent on clinician examination only [16]. CE-MRI is 
recognized as the “gold standard” for identifying joint synovitis [17] and can demonstrate early 
features of arthritis such as bone oedema as well as being more sensitive than plain radiography at 
detecting early erosive bone changes [15]. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI parameters and the 
relative number of time-intensity curve shapes were analyzed to differentiate between clinically 
active and inactive patients [18]. The high cost of CE-MRI scanning makes it inaccessible for routine 
clinical use [13,17]. Musculoskeletal ultrasound is less expensive, but it is highly user-dependent 
[19,20]. 

The thermal imaging of joint inflammation has potential for providing a non-invasive, portable 
and inexpensive addition to the currently available tools as it can accurately quantify temperature, 
which in turn may assist with the diagnosis, monitoring of disease progression and response to 
medical treatment. A previous pilot study by our group showed variabilities between subjective 
clinicians’ touch and the objective thermometer measurement of joint skin temperature [21]. 
Thermal imaging has proved effective for a number of medical diagnostic and monitoring 
applications that include real-time respiration rate measurement [22], the diagnosis of acute 
non-specific limp [23] and identifying thoracic vertebral fractures in children and young people with 
osteogenesis imperfecta [24]. Previous studies in adults have demonstrated the clinical utility of 
thermal imaging in rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis [19,25–31]. The potential utility of 
thermal imaging in children and young people with JIA has been described [32].  

Thermal imaging could be performed more frequently than invasive measures (e.g., blood 
testing) or expensive CE-MRI imaging in children and young people to help confirm a diagnosis of 
JIA and track the disease progression, thus aiding more timely intervention than currently may be 
possible. Thermal imaging has been compared with mUSS, and both were found to be applicable 
tools for detecting wrist arthritis in adults [20]. Similarly, thermal imaging has also been compared 
with x-rays and has been observed to detect rheumatoid arthritis at an earlier stage [33]. Thermal 
imaging has also been shown effective for the screening of knee osteoarthritis by providing 
quantitative diagnostic information [34]. 

Rheumatoid arthritis’ visual signs may include skin redness centered on the affected joint [35]. 
This study related possible temperature and colour changes at the knees to establish the extent of 
correlation between the two effects and thus further assist with the understanding of the condition. 
Our study’s contributions include: 

• Devising a consistent method to extract the region of interest (ROI) centered on the knee and a 
procedure to analyze its temperature. 

• The analysis of knee temperature based on the sub-grouping of the participants into one knee, 
both knees and neither knee with active inflammation. 

• Correspondence analysis between thermal and visual (colour) imaging in JIA participants. 
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• Correspondence analysis of thermal and visual imaging to the clinician’s assessment in 
identifying inflamed joints in participants with JIA. 
In the following sections, the methodology is explained and the results are described. 

2. Methods  

2.1. Ethical Approvals 

Ethical approvals from both the relevant university and health service were obtained for the 
study. The carers of the children taking part and, whenever possible, the participants themselves, 
gave their written assent or consent prior to taking part in the study, and their data were 
anonymized to protect their identities. 

2.2. Recruitment 

The knee is the joint most commonly affected in JIA, and we therefore collected data relating to 
knee joints. Twenty participants, aged 4 to 16 years (age: mean = 11.2 years, standard deviation = 2.3 
years) were recruited for the study. The recruitment was throughout the year, not specific to a 
particular season. Inclusion in the study required participants to have a confirmed diagnosis of JIA 
(oligoarticular, polyarticular, psoriatic and enthesitis-related arthritis subtype) made by a consultant 
paediatric rheumatologist according to the International League of Associations for Rheumatology 
criteria [36], under active management by the paediatric rheumatology service at the hospital where 
this study was undertaken. Individuals were excluded if they were aged 4 years or under (the 
paediatric gait arms legs and spine (pGALS) tool for musculoskeletal examination is validated for 
school-aged children), had any chronic or active infection, had any recent fracture (which could 
confound the thermal signature), exhibited the presence of any other diagnosis that could result in 
arthritis, or were non-English speaking (the study did not have language translators).  

The study team recruited participants to the study from those who were referred for steroid 
joint injection to knee joints. Study visits for collection of thermal and visual imaging were combined 
with participants’ planned attendances for steroid (as an anti-inflammatory drug) joint injection. 
Thus, participants were expected to have active knee arthritis. Four of the 20 participants, however, 
when subsequently reassessed on the day they attended for their planned steroid joint injection, 
were found not to have active knee arthritis on clinician assessment. The data were collected (routine 
care clinical examination and thermal and visual imaging) before the steroid injection; therefore, the 
steroid injection would not impact on the data collected. Participants’ demographic details are 
included in Table 1.  

Table 1. Participant demographic information (std is standard deviation). 

Parameter Details 
Mean age (standard deviation) 
(years) 

11.2 (std: 2.3) 

Sex Male: 9 (std: 45%), Female: 11 (std: 55%) 
Clinician assessment at time of 
thermal imaging 

• Eight participants had one knee with active arthritis. 
• Eight participants had both knees with active arthritis.  
• Four participants did not have active knee arthritis. 

Medication for the 16 participants 
with active knee arthritis at the time 
of examination 

• Systemic immunosuppression (n = 8) 
• Course of oral steroid (n = 1) 
• Systemic immunosuppression + ibuprofen (n = 1) 
• Regular ibuprofen (n = 2) 
• Regular naproxen (n = 1) 
• No medication (n = 3) 
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2.3. Medical Examinations of Participants 

Participation in the study did not influence, in any way, the standard treatment offered, and the 
participants were not informed of the results obtained in the study. At the time of thermal and visual 
imaging data collection, 16 participants had confirmation of active knee arthritis (in either one or 
both knees) based on clinician examination. Four participants were not assessed as having signs of 
active knee arthritis at the time of imaging. Thermal and visual imaging data recordings and 
musculoskeletal examinations were performed up to 30 min (depending on the length of the 
required preparation time) apart on the same day. All the participants were evaluated by an 
experienced paediatric rheumatology clinician 30 min before the time of thermal and visual data 
collection. Musculoskeletal examination was performed according to the standard pGALS [37] 
approach. During clinician examination, the presence or absence of restricted movement, joint 
swelling and increased joint temperature at each knee joint were recorded for all participants. 
Additional notes were taken detailing any other comorbidity that could alter biomechanics, 
height/weight and current medications. A summary of the assessments by the clinician is provided 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Participants’ clinical assessment information. 

Participant JIA Diagnosis Knee Side 
Clinical Assessment 

Abnormal Warmth Swollen Restricted Movement 

1 Extended Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

2 Polyarticular: 
Right No Yes No 
Left No Yes No 

3 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left No No No 

4 Polyarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No No No 

5 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left No No No 

6 Extended Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left No No No 

7 Extended Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

8 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

9 Extended Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No Yes Yes 

10 Oligoarticular: Right No Yes No 
Left No No No 

11 Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

12 Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No Yes No 

13 Polyarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No No No 

14 Extended Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes No No 
Left Yes No No 

15 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left Yes No No 

16 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes No 
Left Yes Yes No 

17 Oligoarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

18 Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No No No 

19 Polyarticular: 
Right Yes Yes Yes 
Left Yes Yes Yes 

20 Oligoarticular: 
Right No No No 
Left No No No 
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2.4. Thermal and Visual Image Recordings 

Thermal imaging was performed in a carefully chosen room within the hospital with consistent 
temperature and humidity and free of draught. The mean room temperature for the recordings was 
23.6 °C (standard deviation, 1.26 °C) and the mean relative humidity was 33% (standard deviation, 
2.4%). 

On arrival, the participant sat on a stool draped with a towel (avoiding contact with the knees) 
for approximately 10 min to allow for acclimatization to the room temperature (a longer duration 
was not used to optimize participant concordance with the study protocol). Thermal recording of the 
front of the knees was performed, and then the same camera was used to take a visual image of the 
knees. The thermal camera used in the study was FLIR T630sc that had been recently calibrated. The 
camera’s temperature sensitivity is within 40 mK, image resolution: 640 × 480 pixels, spectral range:  
7.5 µm to 13 µm, accuracy: within ±1 °C or ±1% of the reading, dynamic range: 14 bits, and it can 
operate between −14 °C and 50 °C. It has maximum image capture rate of 30 frames per second, and 
it can also take visual images. The camera was connected via a USB link to a high specification 
laptop computer to store the recordings. The images were processed and analyzed in Matlab© 
(version 2017, The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The thermal camera was located on a tripod, one 
meter away from the participant. The thermal recording duration was 20 s at 30 frames per second, 
resulting in 600 images per participant. The video recording, instead, of a single thermal image was 
chosen as it allowed the pixel values within the selected region of interest to be averaged not only 
spatially but also temporally. Temporal averaging further reduced the effects of noise. 

2.5. Image Processing Procedures 

The procedure to process the thermal and visual images is described in this section. 

2.5.1. Thermal Image Processing Procedure 

Using the Matlab© package, the first image of the thermal video was displayed on the computer 
screen. Then, with the aid of the polygon cropping function in Matlab©, a region centered on the 
knees was manually cropped from the image. In order to make the cropping consistent for the knees 
in each participant and across all participants, a cropping procedure was devised. This followed the 
curvature of the knee, centered at the knee region. A circle was manually placed centered on the 
knee, with its perimeter touching the curvature of the knee (see the white arrows in Figure 1). From 
the center of the circle, an area that covered, vertically, 1.5 times the radius of the circle indicated the 
height of the region of interest (ROI) for analysis, while its width followed the knee’s contour. The 
choice of 1.5 times the radius for the ROI height was a compromise between the inclusion of the 
region most affected by arthritis and the sensitivity of the analysis. The inclusion of a larger region 
was considered as reducing the sensitivity of the analysis as the ROI was represented by the average 
of pixel values within the ROI. 

 
Figure 1. A thermal image indicating the manner in which the region of interest (ROI) was selected 
from the front of the knee. The white line from the center of the circle indicates the height of the ROI. 
The numerical values on the right-hand side of the figure (i.e., the temperature bar) are temperature 
values in °C. 
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The stages in the cropping operation and its extraction are shown in Figure 2. After the ROI was 
identified, a mask of the region was automatically generated and was mapped over the original 
image; cropping was then performed to extract the ROI from the full image. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Stages to crop and extract the knee ROI from the thermal images: (a) selected ROI (the 
numerical values on the right-hand side of the figure, i.e., the temperature bar, are temperature 
values in °C), (b) the binary mask of the ROI, (c) delineated ROI and (d) extracted ROI. 

Once the ROI for the first image of the video was extracted, the ROIs from the following images 
were extracted by using a template-matching tracking approach that detected similarity based on 
the normalized cross correlation (NCC) [38]. The template matching method tracked the extracted 
ROI from the first image by finding a region closest to it in each successive image. The tracking 
operation was incorporated to deal with small body movements that may have occurred during the 
30 s thermal video recording. Template matching using NCC has been previously used for 
evaluating the similarity between images [39]. It has been reported to be more accurate than other 
methods such as the sum of absolute difference and sum of squared difference; however, it is more 
computationally intensive [39]. The value of NCC for an image region (f) and the template t is 
determined by Equation (1)  

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
,,

2 2
,,

, ,
,

, ,

u vx y

u vx y

f x y f t x u y v t
NCC u v

f x y f t x u y v t

 − − − −   =
 − − − −   




 (1) 

where x, y, u and v and pixel coordinates, ̅ is the mean of the pixel value for the template, and ̅ ,  
is the mean of f(x,y) in the region under the template [38]. The larger the NCC value, the greater the 
similarity.  

In Figure 2, an example of an RGB coloured thermal image for visual display and for visually 
cropping the first image is shown. The images, however, were not processed in RGB colours. The 
pixels in the processed images represented the actual temperature values in degrees centigrade and 
thus they visually appeared in shades of grey. Once the ROIs were extracted from the images within 
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the video, the pixel values contained within each ROI were averaged and then further averaged 
temporally across all 300 images to obtain a single value, representing the temperature of the 
selected region.  

2.5.2. Visual Image Processing 

The purpose of visual image analysis was to study whether possible skin colour changes 
associated with active arthritis could be accurately quantified and correlated with the findings from 
thermal imaging and the clinician’s assessment. A single visual colour image of the front of the knees 
was taken from each participant. Only a single visual image was taken (unlike the thermal 
recordings where videos of the knees where taken), as the visual images were less noisy than the 
thermal images and a single visual image was sufficient for the required analysis. The recording 
room was suitably lit to allow the participant to be clearly visible in the camera. The image was 
displayed on a computer screen using Matlab©, then the contours of both knees were cropped 
manually. The selected regions for the knees in each participant were roughly the same size. The 
procedure followed in order to extract the ROI was the same as that used for the thermal images 
except that tracking algorithm was not needed.  

There were three possible options to assess any skin colour changes at the knees from the visual 
images. These were: 

i. The direct comparison of the colours of the right and left knees in each participant. This was not 
used as the method assumed that there was no baseline colour difference between the knees. 
Knees unaffected by arthritis may not have an identical skin colour due to factors such varying 
exposure to sun light etc.  

ii. The comparison of the colour of each knee with a reference region taken from under the same 
knee. In this method, any baseline colour difference would have been considered. This method 
was also not used as it meant that the two knees would have had different references, making 
the comparison of results inaccurate. 

iii. The method implemented compared the colours of the knees with the average of the reference 
regions taken under each knee. In this method, a common reference was used for both knees 
and the sources of error in methods (i) and (ii) were dealt with. The reference region was 
mid-way between the ankle and the knee. The method, however, assumed that arthritis had not 
affected the colour of the reference region. Figure 3 shows the reference regions under the knees 
manually cropped by displaying the visual image on the screen. The reference regions taken 
from the left and right legs had the same size and were averaged to produce a common 
reference for both knees. 

 
Figure 3. A visual image showing the cropped knee regions and areas under them used to obtain the 
common reference region. 
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Figure 4 shows the stages in extracting the regions of interest and their common reference.  

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4. The stages in extracting the ROIs in visual images (the horizontal and vertical axes 
represent pixel number): (a,b), right and left knees; (c,d), reference regions from right and left knees, 
respectively; (e) common reference. 

In order to quantify any colour change and compare the colours of the knees, the following 
operations were performed:  

• The histograms of each knee’s ROI’s colour components (i.e., red, green and blue) and those for 
the common reference were obtained. The histogram for a colour component indicated the 
frequency of the occurrence of shade of colour for the related component. The cropped regions 
for the knees appeared on a square frame, with areas not covered by the selected region 
appearing black as shown Figure 4a,b. Therefore, this black colour was excluded from the 
histograms as it represented the image background after it had been cropped.  

• For each knee, the Euclidian distance between each colour component histogram and common 
reference region was obtained. The resulting three distances were then averaged to obtain a 
single distance measure quantifying the colour difference for the knee. The knee with a larger 
distance from the reference region was considered to have a greater colour difference.  

3. Results and Discussion 

To aid the interpretation of the results, the participants were divided into three diagnostic 
groupings according to clinician assessment of whether the knees were inflamed or not at the time of 
thermal and visual imaging. The groupings were:  

• Group I: participants with one inflamed knee joint.  
• Group II: participants with both knees actively inflamed. 
• Group III: participants with neither knee joint inflamed.  
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The motivation for dividing the participants into three groups was to relate the analysis to 
manner in which they were affected by JIA. This approach enabled the temperature of the JIA 
affected and unaffected knees to be directly compared in Group I. In Group II, where both knees 
were affected, a direct comparison of the temperatures of the knees would not have indicated the 
effect of arthritis, and so for those participants, their temperatures were compared with that of a 
reference region, assumed to be unaffected by arthritis. For Group III, where neither knee was 
affected, the temperatures were also compared with that of the reference region to explore whether 
they correlated with that of reference region (this would have indicated the efficacy of the reference 
region).  

The thermal and visual imaging results were compared for correspondence with the clinician’s 
musculoskeletal examinations to determine the extent to which they correlated. 

3.1. Correspondence between Thermal Imaging and Clinical Evaluation 

3.1.1. Group I Participants 

Table 3 provides the absolute temperature difference (ATD) and percentage temperature 
difference (PTD) between the knees of the participants in Group I.  

Table 3. Summary of results for participants (P) for Group I. Absolute temperature difference, ATD; 
percentage temperature difference, PTD. 

P 

Temperature 
Obtained from 

Thermal 
Imaging (TI) 

(°C) 

TI Based Assessment of the 
Knees’ ROIs 

Clinician Assessment of the Knees 

Correspondence 
between the Knee 
Identified by TI 
as Warmer and 

the Knee 
Identified by the 

Clinician with 
Active 

Inflammation  

Left 
Knee  

Right 
Knee  

Warmer 
Knee 

ATD 
(°C) 

PTD 
Knee with 
Abnormal 
Warmth 

Knee with 
Mobility 

Restriction  

Knee with 
Active 

Inflammation 

1 33.67 32.89 Left 0.78 2.34 Left Left Left Yes 
3 30.18 31.17 Right 0.99 3.23 Right Right Right Yes 
5 32.17 31.97 Left 0.20 0.62 Right Right Right No 
6 30.46 30.90 Right 0.44 1.43 Right Right Right Yes 
9 29.61 30.60 Right 0.99 3.29 Neither Left Left No 
10 30.20 30.45 Right 0.25 0.82 Neither Neither Right Yes 
11 32.61 28.78 Left 3.83 12.48 Left Left Left Yes 
12 31.43 31.16 Left 0.27 0.86 Neither Neither Left Yes 
Mean 
Standard deviation 

0.97 
1.20 

3.13 
3.92 

 

The value of ATD indicates the magnitude of the temperature difference between the knees, i.e., = | − |, where the vertical bars signify magnitude, and TL and TR are the measured 
temperatures for the left and right knees, respectively. The PTD is a fraction, determined by dividing 
the ATD by the average of the knees’ temperatures, in percentage form.  = 0.5 + × 100 (2) 

There were eight participants in Group I. In six (75%) out of the eight participants, there was 
correspondence between the thermal imaging identifying the left or right knee as warmer and the 
clinician’s diagnosis of active inflammation for the same knee. The averaged ATD and PTD values 
for the group were 0.97 °C and 3.13%, respectively (these values are compared with those from 
Groups II and III in following sections).  

The temperatures of the knees with active and not active inflammation for Group I are further 
analyzed in Table 4. In all participants, the knee with active inflammation had a higher temperature 
as compared to the other knee. The associated percentage mean and median temperature increases 
were . .. × 100 = 3.164% and . .. × 100 = 3.198%, respectively. 
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Table 4. Comparison of knee temperatures for Group I. 

Participant 
Knee Temperatures Obtained Using Thermal Imaging (°C) 

Knee with Active Inflammation Knee without Active Inflammation 
1 33.67 32.89 
3 31.17 30.18 
5 32.17 31.97 
6 30.90 30.46 
9 30.60 29.61 

10 30.45 30.20 
11 32.61 28.78 
12 31.43 31.16 

Median 
Minimum 
Maximum 

31.30 
30.45 
33.67 

30.33 
28.78 
32.89 

Mean 
Standard deviation 

31.63 
1.11 

30.66 
1.31 

Interquartile range 1.64 1.67 

The Shapiro–Wilk test for normality of distribution was performed on the temperature 
differences between the knees with and without active inflammation. Shapiro–Wilk provides a test 
statistic ( 0 1W≤ ≤ ), with values closer to 1 pointing to a higher likelihood of normality in 
distribution, and a probability (p) value. The formula to calculate W is provided in a number of 
articles, including [40,41]. The test indicated that the temperature differences between the knees 
could not be considered to be from a normal distribution (test statistic value: W = 0.657, probability = 
0.0024). Given the outcome of distribution test, a paired t-test of statistical significance was avoided, 
and instead, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine whether the difference between 
the medians of the knee temperatures was statistically significant. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a 
non-parametric test for variables whose distributions cannot be confirmed to be from a normal 
distribution. The null hypothesis for the test is that there is no difference in the medians at the 
specified confidence level (in this study, 95%). The probability (p) value obtained from this test was 
0.0078, indicating that the difference in the medians of the temperatures for the knees was 
statistically significant.  

Boxplots of the temperatures of the knees with and without active inflammation for the group 
are shown in Figure 5. These indicate an overlap in the temperatures of the knees with skewed 
distributions, with the median (shown as a red horizontal line inside each box) being higher for the 
knees with active inflammation.  

 
Figure 5. Box plots of temperatures for the knees with and without active inflammation in Group I. 

The temperature assessment of the knees identified as warmer by thermal imaging for 
Participants 5 and 9 did not correspond with the clinician’s identification of the knees with active 
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inflammation (see Table 3). These two cases were further reviewed to explore the possible causes of 
the discrepancy. The exploration of the correspondence between the thermal imaging and the knee 
with active inflammation was only performed for Group I, as for Group II, both knees and for Group 
III, neither knee had active inflammation.  

Participant 5: The clinician’s assessment of Participant 5 indicated that the right knee had active 
inflammation, was abnormally warm (assessment by touching the knee) and swollen, and had 
restricted movement. Thermal imaging indicated that left knee was warmer by 0.2 °C. This is the 
smallest temperature difference amongst the participants in Group I and is about one fifth of the 
mean difference between the knees for the group. The thermal images of the participant’s knees and 
the chosen ROIs are shown in Figure 6. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Thermal image for Participant 5. The region of interest is contained within the shown 
square box, and the actual region of interest is as illustrated in Figure 2a. (a) Left knee; (b) Right knee. 
The numerical values on the right-hand side of the figures (i.e., the temperature bar) are temperature 
values in °C. 

In Figure 6, the darker regions as indicated on the colour bars are relatively warmer. The 
participant walked with a limp and had a fixed flexion deformity (inability to fully straighten the 
knee) affecting the right knee. These issues may have influenced the participant’s walking pattern, 
leading to a greater reliance on the left knee (without active inflammation) and possibly accounting 
for the 0.2 °C temperature increase (indicated by thermal imaging) as compared to the other knee. 
The discrepancy between the clinician’s identification of the inflamed right knee as being 
abnormally warm and the thermal imaging indication of the other knee as being slightly warmer 
might be due to the clinician’s awareness of the overall diagnosis for the knees (e.g., the right knee 
being inflamed and swollen), thus possibly causing a bias toward the right knee when considering 
its temperatures.  

Participant 9: The clinician’s assessment of Participant 9 indicated the left knee had active 
inflammation and had restricted movement. The clinical assessment did not find abnormal warmth 
for either knee. The thermal imaging indicated that the right knee was warmer by ATD = 0.99 °C. 
This value of ATD is close to the group’s ATD (i.e., 0.97). The participant had degenerative changes 
to the left hip and a fixed flexion deformity on the left knee. The participant walked with two elbow 
crutches with reduced weight-bearing on the left leg. On the thermal images (shown in Figure 7), the 
fixed flexion deformity can be noted on the left leg as it looks slightly bent forward. The darkest 
regions, which signify hotspots, also appear more on the right limb than the left limb. Although the 
left knee was clinically confirmed to have active inflammation, thermal imaging pointed to the right 
knee as being warmer. As in Participant 5, it might be possible that an increased reliance on the side 
(without active inflammation) for walking may have raised the knee temperature beyond a 
temperature increase produced by the knee with active inflammation. If this were to be the case, as 
in Participant 5, the acclimatization period had not stabilized the temperature of the knee without 
active inflammation. Additionally, as in Participant 5, the warmer knee as identified by thermal 
imaging was not correctly detected in the clinical assessment. 
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Figure 7. Thermal image for Participant 9′s knees. The numerical values on the right-hand side of the 
figure, i.e., the temperature bar, are temperature values in °C. 

3.1.2. Group II Participants 

There were eight participants in Group II, all with active inflammation of both knees at the time 
of thermal recordings. In order to examine the manner in which JIA may have affected the 
temperature of the knees, their direct comparison with an unaffected knee (like in Group I) was not 
possible. For this examination, the temperature of the two knees was compared against the 
temperature of a common reference. This common reference was obtained by manually selecting 
two sections of identical size mid-way between the ankle and the knee for each leg and then 
averaging their pixel values. The assumption was that the common reference section was not 
significantly affected by JIA. As indicated in Table 5, all but Participant 2 had higher temperatures 
for their knees as compared to their common reference.  

Table 5. Summary temperature analysis results for Group II. 

Participant 
Mean Temperature by Thermal Imaging (°C) ATD 

(°C) PTD 
Left Knee Right Knee Common Reference 

2 28.34 28.47 28.33 0.13 0.46 
7 32.23 33.14 29.21 0.91 2.78 
8 30.16 30.81 29.35 0.65 2.12 

14 31.56 31.33 30.03 0.23 0.72 
15 33.17 32.82 31.35 0.35 1.05 
16 32.68 32.90 31.61 0.23 0.69 
17 30.90 31.16 29.42 0.26 0.84 
19 32.56 32.81 30.89 0.25 0.77 

Mean 
Standard deviation 

31.45 
1.61 

31.68 
1.59 

30.02 
1.16 

0.38 
0.27 

1.18 
0.82 

Median  
Minimum 
Maximum 

31.90 
28.34 
33.17 

32.07 
28.47 
33.14 

29.73 
28.33 
31.61 

0.26 
0.13 
0.91 

0.81 
0.46 
2.78 

Interquartile range 2.09 1.88 1.84 0.27 0.88 

For Participant 2, the temperature of the knees and their common reference were very close 
(temperature differences between the left and right knees and their common reference were 0.01 and 
0.14 °C, respectively). A plot of the knees’ temperatures and their common reference is provided in 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Plot of temperatures for Group 2′s knees and their common reference. 

The boxplots of Group II’s temperature distributions are shown in Figure 9. A large overlap 
between the temperatures of the knees is evident. The median temperature (shown a red horizontal 
bar inside each box) of the common reference region is below those of the left and right knees.  

 
Figure 9. Boxplots of the knees’ temperatures and their common reference for Group II. 

Table 6 shows the results of the Shapiro–Wilk test (confidence interval, 95%) to establish 
whether the mean temperature differences are from a normal distribution and whether the 
differences were statistically significant.  

Table 6. Statistical tests to compare differences in the mean knee temperatures for Group II. 

Test 

Normality Test 
(Shapiro–Wilk Test; 

(Confidence Interval, 95%) 

Test of Significance in 
Difference (Paired t-Test; 
Confidence Interval, 95%) 

W p Outcome p Outcome 
Left knee versus reference 0.958 0.872 Normal 0.002 Significant 

Right knee versus reference 0.838 0.081 Normal 0.003 Significant 
Left knee versus right knee 0.947 0.762 Normal 0.160 Not significant 

The tests compared the left and right knee temperatures with their common reference 
temperature and the left knee against right knee temperature. For all three Shapiro–Wilk tests, the W 
values were close to 1 and the p-values were greater than 0.05; therefore, it was considered that the 
likelihood was that their differences were from a normal distribution, and so a paired t-test was 
applied to establish the statistical significance of the differences. The t-tests indicated statistically 
significant temperature differences between the knees and their common reference but not between 
each other.  
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3.1.3. Group III Participants 

The knee temperatures for the four participants in Group III are provided in Table 7. The ATD 
and PTD values that indicated the temperature difference between the knees were 0.13 °C and 
0.40%, respectively. 

Table 7. Knee temperatures for participants in Group III. 

Participant 
Mean Temperature by 
Thermal Imaging (°C) ATD 

(°C) PTD 
Left Knee Right Knee 

4 31.90 31.87 0.03 0.09 
13 30.38 30.28 0.10 0.33 
18 32.40 32.18 0.23 0.70 
20 31.61 31.76 0.15 0.48 

Mean 
Standard deviation 

31.57 
0.86 

31.52 
0.85 

0.13 
0.08 

0.40 
0.26 

A summary comparison of the knee temperatures in Group III with those in Groups I and II is 
provided in Table 8. Comparing Groups I (one knee with active inflammation) and III (neither knee 
with active inflammation), the ATD and PTD values were 7.5 and 7.8 times larger, respectively, in 
Group I. Similarly, the ATD and PTD values were 2.9 and 3.0 times larger, respectively, in Group II 
than III. These results correlate with the earlier studies [32,42] indicating that active JIA joints show 
an elevated temperature. 

Table 8. Comparisons of the means and standard deviations of the ATD and PTD in Groups I, II and 
III (the parentheses contain the standard deviations). 

Measure 
Means and Standard Deviations for Groups Ratios of ATD and PTD 

I II III Groups I and III Group II and III 
ATD 0.97 (1.20) 0.38 (0.27) 0.13 (0.08) 0.97/0.13 = 7.5 0.38/0.13 = 2.9 
PTD 3.13 (3.92) 1.18 (0.82) 0.40 (0.26) 3.13/0.40 = 7.8 1.18/0.40 = 3.0 

3.2. Correspondence between Visual Imaging, Thermal Imaging and Clinician’s Evaluation 

A summary of correspondence between visual (colour) imaging, thermal imaging and the 
clinician’s assessment of the knees for the three groups is provided in Table 9. 

Complete correspondence existed between the thermal imaging and visual imaging for Group 
II, in which for all eight participants, the knees identified as warmer by thermal imaging were 
identified to have greater colour differences to their common reference regions. In Group III, 
correspondence existed in three out of four participants. The participant for which correspondence 
did not exist, i.e., Participant 4 had the lowest temperature difference between the knees in Group 
III, with ATD and PTD values of 0.03 and 0.09, respectively (i.e., the knees had almost identical 
temperatures). 

In Group I, the thermal and visual imaging corresponded in five out of the eight participants. 
The agreement between visual imaging and the clinician’s identification of the knee with a greater 
colour change for this group occurred for five subjects. Of the three participants (i.e., 5, 6 and 11) that 
did not provide colour correspondence with the clinician, two participants (6 and 11) also did not 
show temperature correspondence with the clinician assessment. A possibility for the cause of 
reduced correspondence in Group I may be the manner in which the common reference was selected 
for the group. The common reference was chosen mid-way between the ankle and the knee. This 
region was visible in all thermal and visual images, and thus, its selection was therefore practical. 
However, it may be possible that temperature changes due to arthritis may have affected the 
common reference, making it biased to an extent. For the other two groups, where both knees had 
active inflammation or neither knee had active inflammation, this issue might not have been as 
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significant. Another possible cause of thermal and visual discrepancy in Group I may be the 
possibility of a few participants relying more on the unaffected limb for walking, thus increasing the 
associated knee’s temperature due to the relatively increased mechanical loading, with the skin 
colour for the associated knee being less affected by this reliance. A third possibility could be that a 
distinct colour change may not always be present in knees with active inflammation. Overall, 
however, in 16 out of the 20 participants (i.e., 80%), the thermal and visual imaging methods 
identified the same knee as being warmer and with a greater colour change.  

Table 9. Correspondence of thermal, visual and clinical assessments. 

Participant 

Knee 
Identified with 

Active 
Inflammation 
by Clinician 

Knee 
Identified 
Warmer by 

Thermal 
Imaging 

Knee with 
Larger Colour 

Difference 
against the 
Common 
Reference 

Correspondence 
of Colour 

Analysis and 
Thermal 
Imaging 

Correspondence 
of Colour 

Analysis and 
Clinical 

Assessment 

Group I (one knee with active inflammation) 
1 Left Left Left Yes Yes 
3 Right Right Right Yes Yes 
5 Right Left Left Yes No 
6 Right Right Left No No 
9 Left Right Left No Yes 
10 Right Right Right Yes Yes 
11 Left Left Right No No 
12 Left Left Left Yes Yes 

Group II (both knees with active inflammation) 
2 Both Right Right Yes - 
7 Both Right Right Yes - 
8 Both Right Right Yes - 
14 Both Left Left Yes - 
15 Both Left Left Yes - 
16 Both Right Right Yes - 
17 Both Right Right Yes - 
19 Both Left Left Yes - 

Group III (neither knee with active inflammation) 
4 None Left Right No - 
13 None Left Left Yes - 
18 None Left Left Yes - 
20 None Right Right Yes - 

The study made contributions to the manner in which thermal and visual information are 
processed and their data interpreted. The results can provide further information about how 
inflammation in JIA affects temperature and colour at the knee as well as the extent of the 
correspondence between clinicians’ diagnoses and the two imaging methods. 

The applications of thermal imaging in pediatric healthcare are growing. For example, a recent 
study reported its potential for fracture screening [43]. Although a variety of tests and imaging 
methods exist for monitoring and diagnosing JIA (e.g., [44–46]), an accurate quantification of 
possible temperature and colour changes may further assist in the timelier detection and treatment 
of JIA [44–46]. 

In this study, temporal and spatial averaging were used to denoise the thermal images. 
However, a number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of wavelet transform in image 
denoising, and this could an area of further development [47–52]. 

In a few cases, it was observed that the clinician’s knowledge of a knee with active 
inflammation (based on diagnostic tests) might have biased them to detect (by touch) the knee with 
active inflammation to be warmer even though the other inactive knee was actually warmer 
(evidenced by thermal imaging). The study confirmed the findings of a number of earlier studies 
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with regard to the efficacy of thermal imaging in diagnosing arthritis. The main advantage of 
thermal imaging is that is an objective test and accurate method of quantifying warmth, and this 
information, combined with visual imaging, may make the diagnosis more reliable. The study 
should be performed on a larger number of participants, which could also allow the severity of 
arthritis to be correlated with the thermal and visual imaging data. The correlation of thermal and 
visual imaging data with CE-MRI data would provide a comparison with a more objective 
assessment of joint inflammation than clinician assessment alone.  

4. Conclusions 

Methods to accurately quantify knees’ temperature and colour were developed. The 
correspondence between thermal imaging, visual imaging and clinician’s examinations of the knees 
for detecting juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) was investigated. A method for delineating the region 
of interest was devised and was used to process the images. The knees with active inflammation had 
a higher temperature as compared with the knees without active inflammation, and the temperature 
difference was statistically significant. A greater colour difference was observed when comparing 
the knees with active inflammation with their common reference as compared with inactive knees. 
In 16 out of the 20 participants, the findings from the thermal and visual imaging findings 
correlated. The study’s findings with regard to the effect of arthritis on the knee temperature were 
consistent with earlier studies.  
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